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Abstract

A cascaded adsorption cooling system with an integrated evaporator/condenser can produce low temperature cooling, using waste heat sources. The choice of the working pair in such a system affects the system’s performance when driven by low temperature waste heat sources, which can be as low as 70°C. This paper investigates the performance of various adsorbent/refrigerant working pairs in a cascaded adsorption system with an integrated evaporator/condenser using Simulink/MATLAB software. The cascaded system consists of two pairs of adsorber beds, a condenser, an evaporator and an integrated condenser/evaporator heat exchanger, forming upper and bottoming cycles. Five combinations of working pairs were investigated: ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/R507A; Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/propane; ATO/Ethanol + Maxsorb/propane; ATO/ethanol +AC-35/methanol; and Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/R507A. The latter combination was used for validation and as a reference combination for assessing the performance of the investigated working pairs in terms of COP and cooling capacity. The results showed that the Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/propane combination gives a higher COP compared to the reference combination, with up to 30.0% and 30.1% for the COP and cooling capacity, respectively; while ATO/ethanol +AC-35/methanol produces a similar performance to the reference case but uses natural refrigerants with low global warming potential and low cost adsorbent materials.
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1. Introduction

Globally, there is a significant amount of waste heat emitted from power plants operating at an efficiency ranging from 30-50% [1-3]; a significant amount of this waste heat has a temperature below 100°C [4-5]. Adsorption and absorption refrigeration technologies can be used to exploit this waste heat to produce cooling; thus reducing fossil fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. Despite the performance of absorption refrigeration systems (0.045 [6] and 0.33 [7]) being higher than that of the adsorption systems, they do
have some drawbacks, such as: contamination, crystallization and corrosion [8-10]. Adsorption cooling technology offers advantages in terms of stability and the use of environmentally friendly working pairs [11], but suffers from lower COP compared to absorption systems. The cascading of adsorption systems is one of the improvement techniques that has been reported to enhance the COP of intermittent and two-bed cycles by 60% and 50% [12-14]. In cascaded adsorption systems, the COP and SCP can be further improved by using an integrated evaporator/condenser integrated into two cycles in which more than one bed is used to generate continuous cooling. Habib [15] presented a performance analysis of a four-bed adsorption refrigeration system, formed from two systems with different working pairs; where the upper system used activated carbon/R134a and the lower system used activated carbon/R507A. The aim of this work was to provide refrigeration load at a low temperature of -10°C using a low desorption temperature of 70°C. The effect of the cycle time, switching time, bed and brine temperatures on the COP, cooling capacity and chiller efficiency were investigated to determine the optimum operating conditions. Meunier [16] theoretically studied the performances of four configurations of cascading adsorption refrigeration systems at different generation and evaporation temperatures. To achieve a low evaporator temperature of -10°C, a system with four adsorbers, two condensers and two evaporators was recommended. Two adsorber beds were packed with zeolite-water and the other two beds were packed with activated carbon-methanol. The two cycles were amalgamated using the double effect technique where their adsorbers were thermally connected for exchanging heat through thermal storage reservoirs. Moreover, the reservoir of the activated carbon-methanol adsorption cycle was connected with the water evaporator for exchanging heat. High and medium desorption temperatures up to 275 and 110°C were required to drive the zeolite-water and activated carbon-methanol cycles, respectively. Dawoud [17] developed a theoretical analysis of a hybrid solar-adsorption refrigeration system where two adsorption cycles were combined to achieve low temperature refrigeration for vaccine storage. Zeolite-13X and SWS-2L were packed in the adsorbers as an adsorbent and water was used as a refrigerant. The operating conditions for the zeolite and SWS-2L cycles were assumed to be desorption and evaporator temperatures of 280 and
122°C and -5 and -5°C, respectively. Solar energy was used to drive the SWS-2L cycle while the gas burner was used to operate the zeolite cycle.

Oliveira [18] carried out an experimental study of an adsorption icemaking system consisting of four beds, a condenser and an evaporator arranged in a two-stage cycle using an activated carbon/ammonia working pair. Tests were carried out at a desorption temperature ranging from 85 to 115°C and evaporation temperature down to -27°C. Wang [19] experimentally built a double stage adsorption freezing unit using three levels of heat source temperatures of 75, 80 and 85°C; each level was tested at three average values of the evaporator’s outlet temperature of -5, -10 and -15°C. The chemical adsorbents (CaCl₂ and BaCl₂) and ammonia were used as the working pair. The condenser temperature was up to 25°C. The system developed by Wang was amalgamated by Jiang [20] with Organic Rankin Cycle to utilize the waste heat to drive the two cycles using a cascading technique. The same chemical salt was used as an adsorbent but with ethanol as a refrigerant. The double stage adsorption freezing cycle was driven at a generation and condensing temperature up to 90 and 30°C, respectively.

The previously described literature on adsorption refrigeration systems for producing cooling below 0°C have indicated that these systems utilised either chemical adsorbents (not stable with time), toxic refrigerant (ammonia) high desorption temperature, toxic refrigerant, chemical solid sorbents (not stable with time) or the kinetic equation for dry sample (not cyclic). Also when utilising low temperature waste heat sources, global warming refrigerants were used. However, there is no clear comparison available in the literature regarding the selection of working pairs suitable for a low evaporating temperature, a high condensing temperature and a low desorption temperature, where low temperature heat sources can be used. Therefore, this work investigates five combinations of adsorbent/refrigerant pairs, namely; ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/R507A; Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb-propane; ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/propane; Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/R507A; and ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol, for low temperature cooling using low temperature heat sources. Such pairs have been reported to have good adsorption characteristics.
and be suitable for low temperature cooling; thus they can produce an energy efficient adsorption system
for ice making [15, 21-23]. Simulink software was used to solve the differential equations representing
the cascaded adsorption system linked with the Refprop package, to utilise the thermo-physical properties
of different fluids.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Working Pair Selection

The selection of the working pair is critical to achieve an efficient adsorption ice-making system.
Ammonia is the most commonly used refrigerants for low temperature adsorption systems due to its high
adsorption capabilities and being a natural refrigerant, with no ozone depleation and a low global
warming potential and good thermal properties [5]. However it is a toxic refrigerant and extra health and
safety measures are required. Ethanol is a non-toxic refrigerant, ozone-friendly with a freezing point up to
-114⁰C; it has a good affinity with various activated carbons [24]. Propane (R-290) also has zero Ozone
Depletion Potential (ODP); it is not toxic and has a low normal boiling point up to -42.114⁰C, as well as
its remarkable thermal properties which naturally exist with low cost [22]. Regarding the adsorbent,
activated carbon is chosen as a physical adsorbent due to its stability and reliability, compared to the
chemical adorbents. Maxsorb, ATO and AC-35 are used in this work, where Maxsorb is an advanced
activated carbon with high ethanol adsorption capabilities (1.18 kg/kg) compared to ATO (0.4 kg/kg) [21]
while ATO and AC-35 have a considerably lower cost than Maxsorb. The ATO and AC-35 are 62.5 and
7.2 times cheaper than the Maxsorb [25].

2.2 Working Principle

Fig. 1 shows the main and secondary components of the adsorption refrigeration system consisting of four
adsorbers (two adsorbers driven by a high temperature heat source (HDT) and two adsorbers driven by a
low temperature heat source (LDT)); a condenser, an evaporator and Integrated Evaporator-Condenser
Heat Exchanger (IECHE). Two adsorbers are prepared to work as the upper stage (1st stage) using one
type of working pair and the other two adsorbers are charged with a different type of working pair to operate as the bottom stage (2\textsuperscript{nd} stage). The adsorbers of the 1\textsuperscript{st} stage are connected with the condenser and the IECHE; while the adsorbers of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} stage are linked with the IECHE and the evaporator. Therefore the IECHE simultaneously works as an evaporator and condenser for the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} stages, respectively. The use of the ICEHE reduces the complexity of the system and enhances the heat transfer rate by utilising the conduction, convection and phase change processes for both mediums within the IECHE. The cooling capacity is produced only by the evaporator of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} stage. The total cycle time is divided into four modes; in Mode 1, the HDT1 and LDT1 adsorbers are heated up by circulating hot water through them during preheating process, while the HDT2 and LDT2 adsorbers are precooled by circulating cold water. This mode is just applied during the switching time where there is no refrigerant flowing to the condenser, ICEHE and evaporator. In Mode 2, the heating process continues through the HDT1 and LDT1 adsorbers to start the desorption-condensation processes by connecting them with the condenser and ICEHE, respectively. The HDT2 and LDT2 adsorbers continue to be cooled but they will be linked with the ICEHE and the evaporator respectively, to begin the adsorption-evaporation processes. In Mode 3 and 4 the processes of the HDT1 and LDT1 adsorbers in Mode 1 and Mode 2 are swapped those of with HDT2 and LDT2 and vice versa. The ICEHE enables using the latent heat of condensation
of the stage 2 refrigerant to supply the heat of evaporation of the stage 1 refrigerant; thus no secondary fluids are needed.

**Fig.1.** Description of the main components of an adsorption refrigeration system with ICEHE

### 3. Simulink Modelling for Cascading Adsorption Refrigeration System

The ordinary differential Equations 1-12, which describe the thermal performance of the adsorber beds, condenser, evaporators and the ICEHE, have been used to simulate the dynamic response using Simulink/MATLAB to determine condensation, evaporation, desorption, adsorption temperatures and cyclic uptake of refrigerants in upper and bottoming cycles using different working pairs. Detailed information about the various components of the adsorption system including the mass of the adsorbent materials, the mass of metal and overall heat transfer coefficients, are taken from Habib [15] and summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1**

Initial and standard values, as given in [11,15-17]
The equilibrium uptake of refrigerant on the adsorbent material is estimated using the Dubinin-Astakov (D-A) isotherm model as [26]:

\[ x_{eq} = x_o \exp\left(-\left(R.T\ln\left(P_s / P\right) / m\right)^n\right) \]  

(1)

\( R \) is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol/K); \( T \) is the local temperature inside the adsorber; \( P_s \) is the refrigerant vapour pressure corresponding to the adsorber temperature while \( P \) is the vapour pressure at the condenser’s or evaporator’s condition relating to the desorption or adsorption mode, respectively.

The adsorption/desorption rates for different working pairs are calculated using the linear driving force theory (LDF) [21, 23, 27], as given by:

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = \left(F_pD_{so} / R_p^2\right) \times \exp\left(-E_a/(RT)\right) \times (x_{eq} - x) \]  

(2)
Table 2 presents the empirical values of different working pairs required for Equations 1 and 2.

**Table 2**
Empirical parameters of adsorption isotherm [15, 21- 23, 27- 28]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(E_a) (J/mol)</th>
<th>(R_p) (m)</th>
<th>(F_pD_{so}/R_p^2)</th>
<th>(D_{so}(m^2/s))</th>
<th>(x_o(kg/kg))</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>(F_p)</th>
<th>(k_{sav}(1/s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxsorb-Ethanol:</td>
<td>40276.718</td>
<td>95×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>7175.344</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>1.12934</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>2.3169</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO-Ethanol:</td>
<td>47830</td>
<td>365.1×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>187423.9</td>
<td>0.4368</td>
<td>2.3169</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxsorb-Propane:</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.220.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>006395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxsorb-R134a:</td>
<td>7332.69</td>
<td>36×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>1.44×10⁻¹</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>9.8596</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxsorb-R507A:</td>
<td>7547.24</td>
<td>36×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>3.41×10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>9.8596</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac-35-Methanol</td>
<td>7960</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>7.35×10⁻³</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each adsorber bed of the upper and bottom cycles, the energy balance is applied to determine the temperature variations with time as:

\[
\left( m_{AC} \left( C_{P,AC} + C_{P,ref} \right) + m_{Al} C_{P,Al} + m_{Cu} C_{P,Cu} \right) \frac{dT_{ads/des}}{dt} = \delta m_{AC} \left[ h_{g} \left( T_{evap/cond} - T_{ads/des} \right) ight] - h_{g} \left( T_{evap/cond} \right) \frac{dx_{ads/des}}{dt} + m_{w,ads/des} C_{P,w} \left( T_{w,ins/des} - T_{w,outs/des} \right)
\]  

(3)

The log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is used to evaluate the outlet temperature of water as given by:

\[
T_{w,outs/des} = T_{bed} + \left( T_{w,ins/bed} - T_{bed} \right) \exp \left( - (U/A)_{bed} / (\dot{m}C_p)_w \right)
\]  

(4)

The switching signal (\( \delta \)) was applied in the mathematical model in order to enable and disable the adsorption or desorption process where \( \delta = 1 \) during adsorption or desorption time and takes a value of zero during the switching period. The left-hand side of Equation (3) consists of four terms: the internal energy of the adsorbate, adsorbent, the copper tube metal of heat exchanger bed and the aluminium fins metal. The first term on the right hand side evaluates the heat energy that is added or removed during the desorption or adsorption period, respectively; while the last term describes the added or removed heat to or from the adsorber by the heat transfer fluid (HTF).
The heat balance for the condenser could be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( m_{\text{ref}} C_{\text{ref}} + m_{\text{Cu}} C_{\text{Cu}} \right) \frac{dT_{\text{cond}}}{dt} &= -\delta m_{AC} \left[ h_g \left( P_{\text{cond}}, T_{\text{des}} \right) - h_g \left( T_{\text{cond}} \right) + h_{fg} \right] \frac{dx_{\text{des}}}{dt} + \\
m_{w,\text{cond}} C_{pw} \left( T_{w,\text{in,cond}} - T_{w,\text{out,cond}} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

The term on the left-hand side of Equation (5) describes the sensible heat rate of the refrigerant and metal within the condenser. The first term on the right hand-side simulates the heat that is generated by the condensation process. The last term represents the rate of the heat is absorbed by the HTF due to the condensation process. The outlet temperature of the heat transfer fluid from the condenser can be evaluated as shown in Equation (6):

\[
T_{w,\text{out,cond}} = T_{\text{cond}} + \left( T_{w,\text{in,cond}} - T_{\text{cond}} \right) \exp \left[ - \left( UA \right)_{\text{cond}} / \left( m C_p \right)_{w} \right]
\]

(6)

The heat balance of the evaporator can be written as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( m_{\text{ref}} C_{\text{ref}} + m_{\text{Cu}} C_{\text{Cu}} \right) \frac{dT_{\text{evap}}}{dt} &= -\delta m_{AC} h_{fg} \frac{dx_{\text{ads}}}{dt} - \delta m_{AC} C_{p,\text{ref}} \left( T_{\text{cond}} - T_{\text{evap}} \right) \frac{dx_{\text{des}}}{dt} + \\
\dot{m}_{\text{Brine}} C_{\text{Brine}} \left( T_{\text{Brine,in}} - T_{\text{Brine,out}} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(7)

The term on the left-hand side of Equation (7) simulates the sensible heat rate of the refrigerant and metal within the evaporator. The first term on the right hand-side simulates the heat rate that is generated by the evaporation process; while the next term describes the heat quantity of vapour existing in the evaporator. The last term represents the rate heat is removed from the brine due to the evaporation process.

The outlet brine temperature was evaluated using Equation (8) as:

\[
T_{\text{Brine,cond}} = T_{\text{evap}} + \left( T_{\text{Brine,in}} - T_{\text{bed}} \right) \exp \left[ - \left( UA \right)_{\text{evap}} / \left( m C_p \right)_{\text{Brine}} \right]
\]

(8)

The heat balance of the integrated evaporator-condenser heat exchanger is given; as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( m_{\text{ref}} C_{\text{ref}} + m_{\text{Cu}} C_{\text{Cu}} \right) \frac{dT_{\text{bottom/upper}}}{dt} &= -\delta m_{AC} \left[ h_g \left( P_{\text{cond}}, T_{\text{des}} \right) - h_g \left( T_{\text{cond}} \right) + h_{fg} \right] \frac{dx_{\text{des}}}{dt} + \\
\frac{dx_{\text{des}}}{dt} &= -\delta m_{AC} \left[ h_g \left( P_{\text{evap}}, T_{\text{ads}} \right) - h_g \left( T_{\text{evap}} \right) + h_{fg} \right] \frac{dx_{\text{ads}}}{dt}
\end{align*}
\]

(9)
The term on the left-hand side of Equation (9) determines the sensible heat rate of the refrigerants and metal of the IECHE. The first term on the right-hand side denotes heat rejected during the condensation process of the bottom cycle; while the last term simulates the latent heat required for the evaporation process of the upper cycle.

The cooling capacity of the system is evaluated only at the evaporator of the bottom (stage 2) cycle using the brine side during the whole cycle time, including the switching time.

\[ Q_{\text{evap}}^{\text{Bottom}} = \left( \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \right) m_{\text{Brine}} c_{p,\text{Brine}} \int_{t_0}^{t_{\text{cycle}}} (T_{\text{Brine,in}} - T_{\text{Brine,out}}) dt \]  

(10)

The rate of heat consumption during the preheating and desorption processes are evaluated for the upper and bottom cycles as the following:

\[ Q_{\text{heating}}^{\text{Upper/Bottom}} = \left( \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \right) m_{\text{w,hot}} c_{p,\text{hot}} \int_{t_0}^{t_{\text{cycle}}} (T_{\text{hot,in}} - T_{\text{hot,out}}) dt \]  

(11)

The coefficient of the performance of the system:

\[ COP = \frac{Q_{\text{evap}}^{\text{Bottom}}}{Q_{\text{heating}}^{\text{Upper}} + Q_{\text{heating}}^{\text{Bottom}}} \]  

(12)

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of the Simulink/MATLAB model of the four bed cascaded adsorption system using the ICEHE. Simulink has been utilized to model the transient operation of the cascaded adsorption
system. It is a dynamic solver which has many built-in commands and signal blocks that can be used directly and reduces the requirements for user coding, especially for complicated control systems [21].

**Fig. 2.** Flow chart of cascading ice-making system model developed in Simulink

### 4. Validation of the Simulink Model and Results

The model has been validated using the results of Habib et al. [15] at the testing condition summarized in Table 1 using Maxsorb/R507A in the bottom cycle and Maxsorb/R134a in the upper cycle. The initial conditions for the different working pairs are determined using the pressure-temperature-uptake (PTX) diagram [15, 21-23]. Fig. 3 shows the good agreement of the predicted temperature profiles with ±6% deviation in the evaporator’s temperature, ±2.7% in the condenser temperature, ±3.6% in the upper cycle beds’ temperature and ±1.3% in the bottom cycle beds’ temperature.

**Fig. 3.** Validation of temperatures’ trends with Habib’s work: (A) of Maxsorb/R134a cycle (B) Maxsorb/R507A

Fig. 4A,B,C,D and E show the brine inlet and outlet temperatures and the cooling capacity variation with time for the different working pairs used in this work, with operating conditions shown in Table 2 and a half cycle time of 540 s. It can be seen that the drops in the outlet brine temperatures are 1.8, 0.7, 0.25, 3 and 1.7 K, respectively. Fig. 4D shows that the highest cooling capacity was achieved by
Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/propane due to the latent heat of the evaporation of the propane being 2.28 times higher than that of R507A. Moreover, the operating pressure of R134a is higher than that of ethanol, which offers a good response in the adsorption process. The second highest cooling capacity was offered by ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol (Fig. 4E) followed by that of Maxsorb/134a + Maxsorb/507A (Fig. 4A), with an average cooling capacity of 1.1 kW and 0.8 kW being achieved, respectively. Although Maxsorb has an advantage in terms of higher adsorption capacity with refrigerants, compared to the ATO and AC-35, the higher cooling capacity of ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol is due to the higher latent heat of methanol and ethanol than that of R507A and R134a, by about 7.2 and 4.6 times, respectively at -8 °C.
The ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/propane (Fig. 4B) and ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/R507A (Fig. 4C) produce the lowest cooling capacity of 0.35 kW and 0.48 kW respectively. Therefore, the ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol system is selected to be described in detail. Fig. 4E presents the transient behaviour of the cooling capacity, inlet and outlet brine temperatures during the single cycle time in the evaporator. During the switching time, as there is no refrigerant circulating from the evaporator to the adsorber, the outlet brine temperature increases to reach a peak value at the end of this period. When the adsorber is linked with the evaporator, the adsorption process starts and the outlet brine temperature decreases gradually to reach steady state after 85 s and then rises slightly until the end of this process. The average difference
between the outlet and inlet brine temperature is about 1.2°C; the peak of the outlet brine temperature is synchronized with the drop in the cooling capacity as well. The difference in the cooling capacity is due to the variation of the adsorption properties. Based on the average brine outlet temperature in this research (-7 to -9.5°C), the current work could be used in cooling applications such as the medicine and food storage [20, 29], chemical engineering processes [20], thermal energy storage [30] and freeze desalination [31, 32].

Fig.4. (A),(B),(C),(D) & (E). Dynamic behaviour of cooling capacity, inlet and outlet brine temperature for five combinations of working pairs.
Fig. 5 shows the temperatures’ variation with time for ten cycles of the ATO/ethanol-Maxsorb/propane working pairs’ combination; where the temperatures’ distribution of the HDT1, HDT2, condenser and the evaporator of the ICEHE are presented in Fig. 5A; and those of LDT1, LDT2, the condenser of the ICEHE and evaporator are indicated in Fig. 5B. The steady state condition for both cycles was reached after the third cycle at 3240 s at which the kinetic behavior of the adsorbent is changed from a dry condition to cyclic. Regarding the ICEHE, the average temperature of the evaporator and condenser is around 16 and 25°C, respectively; which means that the integrated heat exchanger could be used simultaneously as a condenser for the bottom cycle and as an evaporator for the upper cycle.

Fig. 5. Temperature distribution of the main parts of: (A) ATO/ethanol (B) Maxsorb/propane

Fig. 6 compares the cooling load of the five working pairs’ combinations showing that the highest cooling capacity is produced by Maxsorb/R134 + Maxsorb/propane with up to 1.8 kW at a cycle time of 350
seconds. The ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/propane and ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/R507A produced similar cooling output at all cycle times except for the cycle time of 1800 seconds. Also Fig. 6 shows that as the cycle time increases, the cooling output decreases for all the working pairs. The Maxsorb/R134a + Maxsorb/propane system produced the lowest brine temperature of -11.7°C with the highest cooling capacity of 1.8kW. This could be due to the high latent heat of evaporation of propane compared to R507A and high pressure of R134a compared to ethanol which enables it to penetrate into the adsorbent pores effectively. Fig. 7 compares the COP of the cascaded system with the five adsorption pair combinations showing that Maxsorb/R134 + Maxsorb-propane produces the highest COP values among all the combinations used. However, as the cycle time decreases, the COP decreases. The second highest COP was produced by ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol with the difference ranging from 30% at low cycle time to 5% at the highest cycle time.

Fig.6. The effect of cycle time on the cooling capacity for different working pairs

Fig.7. The effect of cycle time on the COP for different working pairs
Parametric studies were investigated on ATO/ethanol + AC-35/methanol during the steady state condition for the second half of the cycle time after 13 cycles. The main purpose of these studies is to highlight the reasons for the low performance of the current system, as follows:

Fig. 8A shows the variation of the evaporator’s temperature with time for different inlet brine temperatures. The figure shows that an evaporator temperature drop of 2, 1.7, and 1 K are produced at inlet brine temperatures of 0, -5, and -10 °C, respectively; resulting in lower cooling capacity and lower COP values as shown in Fig. 8B. This figure shows a fall in cooling capacity and COP by 52.5% and 46.3% as the inlet brine temperature decreased from 0 to -10 °C, respectively. The decreasing in the adsorption process of the refrigerant within the evaporator leads to this fall. In the current study, the selected brine temperature was -5 °C according to the required ice-making application and reasonable cooling capacity of 1.14 kW, compared to 0.65 at -10 °C.

**Fig. 8. (A)&(B).** Effect of inlet brine temperature on the evaporator’s temperature, cooling capacity and COP

Fig. 9A shows the effect of the desorption temperature on the temperature histories of the evaporator. The figure shows that the drop in the evaporator’s temperature increases from 1.7, 3.8, and 6.55 K as the desorption temperature increases from 70, 80, and 90 °C, respectively. The lower desorption temperature was simulated in the current work to exploit the low heat source as much as possible. The low
desorption temperature leads to a lower performance (see Fig. 9B), as a lower mass of refrigerant will be desorbed and condensed in the condenser resulting in lower refrigerant evaporation in the evaporator. Fig. 9B shows that there was a 73 and 56.2 % reduction in cooling capacity and COP when the desorption temperature decreased from 90 to 70°C, respectively.

Fig. 9. (A)&(B). Effect of desorption temperature on the evaporator’s temperature, cooling capacity and COP

Fig. 10A shows the evaporator’s temperature histories simulated at three values of the condenser’s temperatures. It is clear that as the condenser’s temperature increases from 20, 25 and 30°C, the drop in the evaporator’s temperatures decreases from 3.13, 2.66 and 1.7 K, respectively. This can be explained by the reduced amount of refrigerant condensed at the higher condenser temperature, which leads to less refrigerant flowing to the evaporator. Fig. 10B shows the effect of increasing the condenser’s temperature from 20°C to 30°C on cooling capacity and COP, where a decline in cooling capacity and COP up to 47.6% and 38.3%, respectively were found. Therefore increasing the condensation temperature, reducing the desorption temperature and reducing the evaporator’s temperature result in reducing the system’s performance.
5. Conclusion

There is a significant amount of waste heat from power generation and industrial processes at temperatures below 100°C. The exploitation of such waste heat can lead to a significant reduction of fossil fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. Cascaded adsorption systems can exploit this waste heat to provide low temperature cooling for ice making. This work investigated different working pairs in an adsorption cascaded system consisting of four adsorbers, one condenser, an evaporator and an integrated evaporator-condenser heat exchanger for low temperature (-8°C) cooling. Five combinations of adsorbent-adsorbate have been investigated using Simulink/MATLAB, namely: ATO/ethanol + Maxsorb/R507A; Maxorb/R134a + Maxorb/propane; ATO/ethanol + Maxorb/propane; Maxorb/R134a + Maxsorb/R507A; and ATO/ethanol+AC-35/methanol. The results showed that Maxsorb/R134a+Maxsorb/propane has the best performance, in terms of COP (0.08) and cooling capacity (1.82 kW), compared to the other tested working pairs; this is due to the high latent heat of propane and high pressure of R134a and the Maxsorb’s high adsorption characteristics. Also, the results showed that the ATO/ethanol+AC-35/methanol produced the second highest performance but with a significantly lower adsorbent material cost and with using environmentally friendly refrigerant. Based on the cost, the
combination of ATO/ethanol+AC-35/methanol offers a saving of up 13 times that of Maxorb/R134a + Maxsorb/R507A and Maxorb/R134a + Maxorb/propane. The only concern is safety; the methanol is a poisonous refrigerant so it is important to take in to account that an alarm sensor needs to be installed within the system. Although the results showed that this cascaded adsorption system with the proposed pairs can exploit waste heat sources with temperature as low as 70°C, it has low COP (around 0.04) due to using a low heat source temperature, low evaporation and a high condensation temperature.
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Highlights

- Five combinations of working pairs with cascading adsorption system are simulated.
- Integrated evaporator-condenser heat exchanger is simulated with the stated system.
- The low-temperature heat source is applied to drive the adsorption refrigeration system.
- Natural refrigerants are investigated as one of the requirements of this work.
- ATO/Ethanol + AC-35/Methanol showed a good performance with the lowest cost.